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To al. Zwhom ?i huay concern : ,
Beit known that I, IGNACE BIHL, a citizem
of the German Empire, residing at Newport,
in the county of Campbell and State of Ken

55

tucky, have invented certain new and useful revolve freely around this sleeve I, and also
Improvements in Tension Devices for Sewing- | to permit the latter to slide longitudinally
Machines, of which the following is a specifi thelrein, is the inner friction disk or plate, L,
cation, reference being had therein to the ac which rests against the open end of cylinder
Companying drawings.
C. This cylinder is grooved longitudinally 60
IO
This invention relatesto those devices which at N, to admit a sliding stem or push-piece,
are applied to warious forms of sewing-Jina O, having a lateral lug, 0, for a purpose that
chines for the purpose of exerting suficient will presently appear. The rearend of push
pressure against the thread to prewent it rum piece O is adapted to be operated by the cam
ning too readily from the spool, the improve Pof a lever, P, said, cam being located with
ment being confined to tension appliances im a mortise, G, of the head A, and being hung
which include a pair of revolving disks be on a pivot, R, of Said head. The edge of this
tween whose contiguous faces the thread is can is chamfered off at p to enable it to act
claimped.
gradually against the end of the push-piece O.
Said improvement comprisesa nowel combi In fitting together my tension device the
nation of devices that allows the outer disk push-piece Ois first inserted in the groove N,
to be shifted bodily away from the inner disk so asto cause the lugo to project into the bore
by the Simple Swinging of a cam-lever or its or chamber of cylinder C, after which act the
equivalent, the interwalthus afforded between spindle Dis screwed as far into the head of
the two disks permitting the thread to be re Said cylinder as the collar or shoulders E will 75
moved from the spool with perfect freedom, permit. After this proceeding the sleeve I,
as hereinaftermorefully described, and point with its accompanying disks KL, areslipped
ed out in the claims.
onto the spindle, and spring G is brought to
In the annexed drawings, Figure 1 is a front bear against the otter disk, K, one end of Said.
elevation of the head of a sewing-machine, spring being inserted in the slot f. Nut His SO
With my improved tension device applied now engaged with the screw Fof the spindle,
thereto. Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the same. and is run back asfar as may be mecessary to
Fig. 3 is an enlarged axial section showing produce tle desired friction between the disks
the principal parts of Said device detached Kand I, thereby causing the sleeve I to re
* from each other. Fig. 4 isa similar section, cede to the place indicated by the dottedlines
but showing Said parts applied to the ma in Fig. 4, and protruiding the push-piece O, as
Chine and the Outer disk shifted away from seen in Fig. 2. This protrusion of the push
the inner one, so as to permit a freerum of the piece is effected because the lever P" is now
i fhread. Fig. 5 is a side elevation of the cam turned down. Evidenty the propermanipu- i
lewerin its operative position.
lation of mut H will produce agreater or less 90
A represents a portion of the head, and B friction on the thread coiled around between
the cap, ofany approved form of Sewing-ma the disks KIL, but this tension can beinstant
chine, said, cap being provided with a short ly overcome whenever desired. To accom
cylinder, C, w hose inner and closed end is. plish this result, it is mecessary only to swing
screw-threaded at c to receive the Screw d of the lever P'up to the position seen in Fig. 5, 95
a spindle, D, which latter occupies an axial and indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 1, which
position within said cylinder. Furthermore, | act advances the push-piece O and causes its
this spindle hasa collar, E, an exposed thread, lug o to bear against collarJ, therebyshifting
F, and a longitudinal slot, f the latter being the sleeve I along the fixed spindle D. It is
adapted to receive one end of an ordinary apparent the shifting of Said sleeve must cause IOO
tension-Spring, G, which is regulated by a nut, the disk Kto recede from the other disk, L,
H, that engages with Said thread F. Adapted and instantly relieve the thread from the frie
5

;

to revolve freely around the spindle D is a
sleeve, I having at one end a collar, J, while
its other end has rigidly attached to it the
outer friction disk or plate, K. Arranged to
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tional contact of Said disks. Consequently, 2. The combination, in a tension device for
tle thread can now be unwound freely from sewing-machines, of clhambel: C, Spindle D, I5
tle Spool, but can be again Subjected to the spring (, adjusting-lmut H, sleeve I J, push
desired tension by simply swinging the lever i piece O o, and pivotal can P, which latter is
5 P down to the position seen in Figs. 1 and 3. chamfered off at p for the purposehereinde
I clain as my inventionScribed.
1. The combination, in a tension device for In testimony whereof I affix my signature 2O
sewing-machines, of chamber C, spindle D, in presence of two witnesses.
Spring G, adjusting-nut II, sleevel, and push-

IO piece O, which A: isadvanced by suitable

means for the purpose of shifting Said sleeve |
and its attached disk Klongitudinally of Said
Spindle, substantially as herein described.
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IGNACE BIHI.

Witnesses: –
JAMES H. LAYMIAN,
S. S. CARPENTER.
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